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1. Experiments on 126-class DomainNet
Dataset

To validate the proposed method on large-scale dataset,
we conduct experiments on the DomainNet dataset [4]. As
described in the main paper, DomainNet is a large-scale
dataset with 345 object classes from 6 domains : clipart
images (Cl), infograph images (In), painting images (Pa),
quickdraw images (Qu), real-world images (Re), and sketch
images (Sk). We follow [5] and select the subset of 126
classes in the 6 domains. Each of the domain takes turns
to be the target domain and creates 6 adaptation scenar-
ios in total. ResNet50 [3] is used for the backbone of the
source models, and follow the same network architectures
and training scheme as the experiments in the main paper.
We use the hyper-parameters γ = 1.0 and λ = 0.1 for
the proposed method. As the results in the main paper, we
follow the existing works [1, 2] and report the average ac-
curacy over 3 runs with different random seeds.

The results are summarized in Table 1. As again shown
from the results, the proposed method achieves either the
highest or second highest accuracy among the existing
methods, and the higher average accuracy compared to the
existing methods.

2. Examples of Nearest-Neighbor Retrieval
with Different Fused Feature Spaces

In Figure 1, we show some of the query-retrieval pairs
of the experiment of nearest-neighbor retrieval (Section 5.4
in the main paper). In addition to the higher retrieval rate
presented in the main paper, we can also observe that the
samples retrieved by “Summing Relations” tend to belong
to the ones retrieved by the individual features, which im-
plies better preservation of underlying feature structures of
each source model. On the contrary, “Summing Features”
tends to retrieve samples that are inconsistent to the ones by
individual features, which may due to the loss of underlying
structures during fusion.
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Table 1. Accuracies (%) of Object Recognition on 126-class DomainNet Dataset

Method r→Cl r→In r→Pa r→Qu r→Re r→Sk Average
Source Ensemble 70.3 30.4 64.4 14.1 76.1 62.2 52.9
DECISION [1] 67.6 25.8 64.6 13.1 75.8 57.1 50.7
CAiDA [2] 66.3 21.4 63.9 21.4 78.1 59.9 51.8
Ours 78.0 25.8 69.5 15.7 81.7 68.1 56.5

Figure 1. Four examples of the query target samples (first column) from the domain Artworks(A) of OfficeHome, and the corresponding
retrieved nearest neighboring target samples in the individual features of trained model from the source domains, Clipart(C), Product(P),
and Real-world(R) (each columns of the middle group corresponds to a source model), and the fused feature spaces (last group of columns).
The green circle and red cross represent whether the retrieval is a “success” or “failure”, respectively. Compared to “Summing Features”,
“Summing Relations” produce more consistent retrieved samples to the individual features, which implies better preservation of underlying
feature structures of each source model.


